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The iPhone has a remarkable amount of iPhone to make application options, but one of them shines above the rest. Any.DO is our best choice thanks to its ease of use and smart feature set. Any.DOPlatform: iPhone Price: Free download Of PageFeaturesSimple interface that makes it easy to add tasks and see an overview of what you need to accomplish
on a given day. Enter new tasks with your voice. Share your lists with friends, family and anyone. Synchronize wireless communication with the cloud so you can access your tasks on any iOS or Android device. Set time-time tasks or create reminders with location alerts. Fast put off the task for other times when it is necessary with a quick couple of taps. Add
new tasks by emailing them do@any.do email address from which you signed up. Where he ExcelsAny.DO in its simplicity without neglecting important functions. You can easily add tasks through input or talk and then plan them with a tap. When tasks come with important deadlines, you can add reminders based on time and location. For those who have
iOS and Android devices, you get free apps for both, so you don't have to choose a platform. Any.DO to the cloud, so you'll always have your toss list on each device. Where ShortAny.DO has several notable drawbacks. It lacks desktop apps and an online interface (although it does have a Chrome extension), so if you don't have a mobile phone with you
then you can't get to them. (If you need more interformation support, you can check out Wunderlist and Todoist, but we'll have more on them in the contest section.) Any.DO makes its core tasks so simple that users may find it a little difficult to find certain features, but a little effort will solve the problem in time. This CompetitionAny.DO makes for our third
directory of apps to list to-do pick on iOS. We started with Wunderlist, moved on to the orchestra because it had a better set of functions, and have now passed the trophy once again since the orchestra stopped developing. It's hard to choose the best app to work on any platform because so many provide a great experience and everyone needs something a
little different. For this reason, the contest section may be more valuable than the text that preceded it. Wunderlist (Free) is our previous acting champion, an unseated orchestra. Much like its Windows and Mac counterparts, it focuses on features you need to manage your tasks and don't bother with much more. You can create multiple lists, add tasks to
those lists (or simply add them), sort them by time and priority, add notes for context, and items when you are made. Tasks can also be added via email, and everything is synchronized with Wunderlist servers. Because Wunderlist is available on almost all platforms, including the Internet, you can easily access your dossier from anywhere in the world. It's a
very solid choice, and it costs you has some good apps up your sleeve, not to mention more webapps than you can shake up... MoreTodoist (Free) works just like Wunderlist. It costs nothing, has an even simpler interface, syncs with the cloud, works on 11 different platforms, and structures itself in much the same way. It's a sporty minimalist interface that will
feel at home with iOS 7, and provides a nice overview of your day. With iOS 5, iPhone users have a built-in app called Reminders that provides very simple task management. Although not the most reliable option, you get a few killer features. First, you can add tasks through Siri, so you don't even have to open the app to use it. You can't add to specific lists
this way, but you can add simple reminders. When you create a reminder, you can set a time or date based on your location. This means that if you need to remember to take the dog when you arrive home, you can have your phone buzz with this task the moment you arrive. While Reminders haven't come up with this first and several other apps offer it, the
feature is nonetheless welcome and very useful. However, if you don't like Apple's built-in location-related option, the alternatives are Re'all (Free), Tasker ($3) and TaskAware ($10). For those of you who love laptop style, good design to-dos, you want to look at EgretList ($3) is a pretty great option. This allows you to attach the appropriate media to your
tasks and even includes faux-sticker packages that can be used to indicate which item you are adding. It syncs with Evernote, so you can access the list from almost any desktop platform or online. Also, you have AwesomeNote ($4) and ... 2Do ($10) is not cheap, but it gives you a very comprehensive set of features. You get a stylish tab interface to look at
all your lists, you can create action tasks that include things like calls to make or text messages to send, you can record appointments, and do a lot more. You'll pay a lot more, too, but some may find it worth it. If you're looking for easy synchronization options, Toodledo ($3) is worth a look. You can add tasks, sort them easily, create location reminders, and
synchronize Toodledo.com. Another similar, longtime favorite is Remember Milk (Free-ish). You can use the app to remind you or you can have it send you emails, text messages, and more to make sure you don't forget anything ever again. It synchronizes with of course, and offers push notifications, smart lists, task priorities and a host of other features
(some of which are premium and require a subscription, by the way). When you aspire to simplicity and minimalism, TeuxDeux ($3) is the app you're going to want. You just add items by day (or under someday a headline) and here's about it. It keeps things very simple so all you have to worry about is adding tasks. Finally, we have ($10) and OmniFocus
($20), which make up the more expensive apps. Like their mac OS X colleagues, they focus on getting Things Done (GTD). If you need a solid GTD app, both of them are a great choice. Is the favorite we missed? Share it in the comments! Lifehacker's App Directory is a new and growing catalog of recommendations for the best applications and tools in a
number of these categories. With all the great apps for the iPhone, it's no surprise that a new contender came along that was capable of unseating our reigning champion. Wunderlist has been moved down in the rankings to give way to the orchestra, our new top pick. We've updated the app directory page to reflect this change, so go check it out! The best
app for the iPhone After years of neglect, RSS enjoys a bit of a renaissance. If you use social media platforms such as Twitter and Facebook as news sources, you know how little control and influence you actually have on your channel. RSS is the only reliable way to see the content you want to see, as opposed to the content that the algorithm wants you to
see. Once you decide to go back to RSS (or start working with your account), you'll need a news reader to go with it. Fortunately, there are some amazing RSS readers on the iPhone. But how do you find the right one for you? Below we have narrowed down to five best options. First, let's take a step back and talk about RSS. There's a misconception as to
what the RSS app really is. RSS means really simple syndication (and no, RSS isn't dead). This is an open protocol that any website can use. The website's RSS feed includes its latest posts. The job of an RSS reader is to take any RSS feed and submit its content to you on the list. If you can't add a new source using the RSS feed link, this is not an RSS
reader. A prime example of this is Flipboard. Flipboard is an amazing newsreader app with a closed system of approved publishers, but it's not an RSS reader (the same goes for Apple News). You can't add your own source using the RSS link in these apps. If you want to gain full control over your newsreading experience, we encourage you to create an
account with Feedly, add your favorite sources, and use the rss app to read on your iPhone to improve your reading. 1. Feedly Since Google discontinued Google Reader, Feedly has been going to the RSS service for most users. And over the past couple of years, Feedly has added new and exciting features, keeping its top spot intact. For years, you could
only use Feedly as a third-party application sync service. It's time to take a look at the Feedly app for the iPhone. The new Feedly iOS app is intuitive to use. Once you've downloaded the sources, you'll find your channel for the most important news. You can navigate through articles and use gestures to come back. When you click on the link it opens in The
Safari browser, with the reading mode turned on by default. Click on the menu button and you can see the entire structure of the folder and sources. In addition, night mode looks especially good on new iPhone models. Because Feedly is the most popular RSS service, it has the most useful Discover tool of any RSS application. It's a great way to find new
sources, and even works as a research tool for a particular topic. Download: Feedly (free, subscription available) 2. Unread If you care about reading the experience over everything else, Unread is for you. It's a thoughtfully designed reading app that pulls content from all your RSS sources and presents it as a text list of articles. The app supports popular
RSS services such as Feedly, Feedbin, Inoreader, NewsBlur and Feed Wrangler. The app has no visible UI elements and is thus completely dependent on gestures. When you click on the article, all you see is text and images. Swipe right to return; swipe left for options. You can switch to a different topic or share an article in another app from there. The free
version allows you to read the first 50 articles with Unread (and then three articles a day) at all costs. You can pay $10 to unlock the full app and eight additional themes. Download: Unread (free, premium version available) 3. Lear If you're looking for an easy RSS reader who has a native iOS aesthetic (like the Mail app), Lear is for you. I usest standard iOS
design language to present a simple reading experience. But visual simplicity can be deceptive. The app allows you to customize every part of the reading screen, which is most important. The best aspect of Lire is that it is full of text reader. Usually, when you're browsing RSS feeds, you have to click on the link to download the full article from your browser.
Lear downloads the full article automatically for you, turning partial channels into full channels. This feature itself makes Lear worth the price for RSS power users. The app detection section breaks down your subscriptions based on activity. Hot links will show links that several posts are associated with, while Calm Feeds shows posts that aren't too common.
Download: Lear ($7) 4. Fire Channels If Lear feels too barebones, or if you don't want to buy the app outright, try Fire Channels. Just like Lear, Fire Channels adopts iOS design language as its base, but also builds on it. You get access to a pair of color schemes in the free version (along with a good dark mode). And of course you can adjust your view
reading. But if User power, you'll want to upgrade to the premium version for $10/year. This gives you a full extraction text similar to Lear; The app will download the full article even if the channel is truncated. In addition, you get access to Smart Views, which filter out filtering filters channels automatically. This is all in addition to channel management
functions, and the ability to download the full text for selected channels offline. A unique feature in Fire Channels is its custom theme. You can customize your own themes and even import themed files directly from iCloud Drive. Download: Fire Channels (free, subscription available) 5. Inoreader Inoreader is the preferred RSS sync service for nerds. If you
care about the specifics of how exactly your subscriptions sync, and if you want to enable the automation and filtering of server side functions, you should use Inoreader. But if you decide to do this, you can use any app as a front end (in fact, Lire is a great user-reading app for Inoreader users). While the Inoreader service (and the website dashboard) is
designed for nerds, the app is designed for everyone. When it comes to the user interface, Inoreader is more like a traditional newsreader app than an RSS reader. You can subscribe to the themes to start with, and the app opens in the default view log. Go deeper and you'll find folder structure, dark mode, a shortcut to download the full article text and a
reliable tagging system. It also offers a customizable reading screen. The free account allows you to subscribe to 150 channels. You can pay for the Pro version to get offline mode for selected folders, active search, and the ability to search through all public articles. Download: Inoreader (free, subscription available) Wide World of News Apps If you're just
starting out with RSS, try Feedly first. The app will help you discover sources, themes and websites. And the app has a good reading experience as well. Once you've got the hang of it, you can try to move on to a more powerful app like Lear or Inoreader. If you're only planning to subscribe to a few websites and want the cleanest reading interface possible,
go to Unread. And if you're a movie buff, these RSS movies are worth signing up for. As we mentioned, there are many more RSS applications. Many blur the line between pure RSS and newsreader in a magazine. Newsify is a prime example of an app that walks well along this line. If you try your hand at RSS but find it too overwhelming, you can always
switch back to reading news apps that handle the experience for you. Apps like Flipboard, News360, and Nuzzel will do the job. (If you're having trouble downloading apps on your iPhone, try these fixes.) 5 Best DNS Servers to Improve Online Security Changing Your DNS Provider Can Help Protect Your Computer online threats. These DNS servers are
among the safest and safest. Related Topics iPhone Feed Reader iOS Apps News About By Hamosh Pathak (124 Articles Published) More from Hamosh Pathak Pathak Pathak best ebook reader app iphone. best manga reader app iphone. best qr reader app iphone. best voice reader app iphone. best text reader app iphone. best pdf reader app iphone.
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